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EUROPE AND THE WAR

A warning to the Allied Nations of the great need for speed in the defeat of

the Axis powers in order to allay the fear in European countries that cur victory
will take so long that civilisation will crash in the interval, was given
by the Rt. Hon* Sir Samuel Hoare* Bt,, M.P., the British Ambassador in Madrid,
in a speech at the Conservative Club, Chelsea, this evening (Friday, 18th September
1942). Sir Samuel said :

I come today to Chelsea after a year’s absence from England* I am not here

to say a word of party politics, for party controversies must be laid to rest in the

hour of our country’s need, I come rather to give you a message from the continent

of Europe, a message that from my observation post in Madrid, one of the very few

still left to us in Europe, where I have been, able to study at first hand certain

questions that, in the rash of your war work, may not be fully Understood in

Great Britain*

Let me begin by giving you the European background. It is a background
dominated by the fear of the German war machine. It is a background no less

dominated by the fear that, cl though the Allies may win the war, our victory will take

so long that European civilisation will crash in the interval.

Fear still dominant

Have we in England, I have often asked myself, fully realised either this

overshadowing power of fear or this eve mastering need for speed* this power of fear

that demoralises the decencies of life in practically every country of the Continent,
and this overmastering need for speed if the inestimable treasures of European
liberty and civilisation are to be preserved?

Scarcely a day has passed within the last twelve months that has not given me

much food for these thoughts. For whilst, on the one hand, the entry of the United

States, the splendid resistance of Russia* and our growing output of munitions have

made ultimate victory more than ever certain, a long series of defeats and

disappointments has shown us that the task before us is more formidable than many

once imagined. Pearl Harbour, Hong Kong, Singapore, the Dutch East Indies, will

inevitably be avenged, Russia will regather her strength for a great counter attack,
Libya and Egypt will be cleared of the invading enemy. The fact, however, cannot be

denied that the blows that we hove received have not only shaken cur prestige to its

foundation, but hove made more difficult, and, it may be, more protracted the

achievement of final victory.

Victory will certainly come to us. For the Axis will never withstand the weight

of our munitions in the air, on the sea and on the ground. Nor will Hitler over

succeed where Atila and Napoleon failed. This old Europe, moulded in the culture of

Greece and Rome, nurtured in the teaching of the Church, enriched by the Renaissance,

inspired, by the modern movements of national independence, will never submit to be

the slave of a single tyrant, or the tool of a soulless machine. The question,

therefore, that I put to you this afternoon is not whether we shall win the war

of course we shall win the war - but when we shall win it. Shall we win it in time?

Shall we win it before the framework of civilisation is vitally damaged?

I return to England after a year’s absence and I find much to encourage me to

give favourable answers to these all important questions, I see a people,

irrespective of age, class and party, ready to accept any and every sacrifice in the

cause of victory, I see a mobilisation of men and women more complete in certain

respects than in any other country, including totalitarian Germany,

I see the administrative machine running with little friction and with great

power, the people well fed, the standard of health surprisingly high, and the country

united and stimulated by the inspiration of a single purpose, Of these fine

achievements we have the fullest right to be proud. They have shown the world that,

so far from being a decadent people, we arc the most vigorous and determined

community in the world.
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The need of speed.

Our friends in Europe have noted this record with gratitude and admiration.

Sometimes, however, they have seemed from what they have said to me,
to wonder

whether the very success of these achievements and the very efficiency of our

machine may not have created a new danger. They have seen us in littlemore

than two years transform amidst general agreement our natiohal life, expand

our governmental activities to an incredible degree, and adapt ourselves, to .un-

precedented dangers and demands, so willingly and so smoothly and efficiently

that they ate beginning to think that we have permanently settled down to, a war

dispensation,

I say to them: "We are surely wise to plan for a long war, W e are

determined to go on fighting until we win, even if it means another Hundred

Years War", "That is all very well", they answer "provided that the British
people do not lose the sense of speed. The war has brought them certain

definite advantages. It has given the workers security of employment; it

has given the whole nation an inspiring purpose in life. Do not let the

excellence of your organisation, the adaptability, of your people end the

satisfaction for your achievements blunt the edge of your sense of critical

danger, or of the overriding need for maximum speed,"

Having been so long absent from England I can not say whether or not, these

fears have any justification. I can only tell, you that they are sincerely felt

by many of our continental friends. Can we wonderat their burning impatience?

It is not only, Spaniards whom I see in. Madrid. I have constantly talked with

men and women needy arrived from the occupied countries. They have told me

terrible stories of Nazi cruelty. They, have burnt into my mind the knowledge that

every day that the war continues these horrors increase and multiply. It our

bounden and most urgent duty never to forget the sufferings of the Poles, the

Czechs, the Norwegians, the Belgians, the Dutch, the Greeks, the Yogoslavs and the

Jews, Not a day or an hour or a minute past be lost that can hasten the

delivery of these brave and stricken peoples, from their physical and moral torments.

A People in Mission,

We must, in fact, be a "people in mission", showing all the fervourof crusaders

all the singleness of purpose of pioneers, all the righteous indignation of just

avengers, all the speed of men and women who realise how fearful is the tragedy
that delay means to the millions of Hitler's victims and to the cracking foundations

of European civilisation.

Lightning campaigns and irresistible, offensives, I am well aware, are only

possible for armies, navies andair forces that have, decisive superiority in

munitions. This advantage the Germans have hitherto possessed, and it is due to

it, more, I believe, than to any inspired military leadership, that they have overrun

the greater part of Europe and threatened us in the Middle East, But may we not

now hope that the tables are being turned, and that in the next chapter of the war

the greater Weight of munitions will shift to our side of the balance? Already,
it seems as if German production has reached its peak and that the very magnitude
of the effort that Hitler has made this summer to mobilise all his resources will

bring with it a reaction that in the future will mean a reduction rather than an

increase inhis supplies.

The War in the Air,

Certain it is that in the air we are already gaining a definite superiority.
As one who has been four times. Secretary of State for Air and who has watched, the

progress and achievements of the Royal Air Force with much more than an out-

siders admiration, I have throughout, the whole course of the war been convinced
that the decisive change in our fortunes would first show itself in the air,
I believe that this change is now taking place.
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If this be so, we must exploit it to the full, remembering always that in air warfare

superiority can quickly shift with some new type or invention to the enemy, and that

it is vitally necessary to concentrate continuously upon every possibility of

aeronautical improvement, Suppose, however, that we definitely gain, maintain and

increase our air superiority, shall we then succeed in fully exploiting it and in

using it decisively for avoiding a long drawn out war of European exhaustion?

Shall we be able to follow Napoleon's invariable guide to victory and concentrate

swiftly. upon the strategic point, decisive superiority of military force? "Qu'est
ce que la guerre? - Un metier de barbares ou tout l'art consiste a etre le plus
fort sur le point donne"* Those were his words. They are worth remembering. The

dissipation of effort is a temptation that must be strenuously resisted. In no

phase of warfare is it more disastrous than in the air.

The need for swift concentration.

It seems to me that this problem of swift concentration is the cardinal problem
of the war* We have reached a point when we shall have on our side the superior

weight of aeroplanes, tonics and guns, and I assume that in spite of heavy losses,
the Allied shipbuilding programme cabined with our anti-submarine measures will enable

us to transport there about the world* Shall we then be capable of using then

decisively? German propaganda daily tells the Continent that the Allies will never

be able to use the mountains of munitions that are piling up in the United States and

the British Empire* This propaganda is very specious* It points to our submarine

losses. It points to our military failures, and implies that they were due to bad

generalship. It points also to the inherent weakness of coalitions. To this latter

contention we should be rise to give our most, serious attention. History,
particularly British history, shews that one of the most difficult tasks in war time is

to maintain the war effort of a coalition, and to concentrate it quickly and decisively

on the strategic' point*

Is not this the lesson of the War of the Spanish Succession? Is it not still more

the lesson of the war with Napoleon? Can any one deny that the weaknesses that then

shewed themselves in a series of coalitions added years to the duration of two

devastating wars? It is true that in this war some of those weaknesses do not exist,

Our unreserved partnership with the United States, and our growing appreciation of our

splendid Russian Allies are very different from the precarious associations that we

had with our uncertain friends in the wars against Louis XIV and Napoleon* On the

other hand, the problem of command has grown more difficult with the worldwide scope of

this War, and the added complexities of a third arm in the air of unprecedented speed*

Those considerations are no doubt in your minds. Still more, are they constantly
in the mind of the Allied Higher Command As for myself, isolated in Spain, and fully

occupied with the daily work of my mission, I am in no position to say whether or not

the Allied Command needs more concentration, or, if it does, how it can be improved.
It is certainly an asset of immense importance that, we have in the Prime Minister,
President Roosevelt and Mr, Stalin, three great personalities who understand each other

and carry their fellow countrymen with them* People in Europe still, however, doubt

the efficacy of any coalition against a single command working on interior lines. We

shall be, wise to take every possible precaution against the delays and dissipation of

offact that have so often frustrated the strategy and tactics of coalitions*

Speed, speed, speed. I repeat the cry of suffering Europe, Concentration,
concentration, concentration. I repeat the lessons of history and the precepts of

experience of coalitions* For these greater operations of Allied strategy, and none

desires them more urgently than I do, let us take as our small scale model the sinking
of the "Bismarck". Speed, that brought the Navy and the Air Force upon her tracks,
concentration that sank her with the inevitability of superior strength directed

against a strategic point.
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Europe after an Allied Victory.

I come to another question that is deeply exorcising the peoples of the
Continent. What will happen in Europe after an Allied victory? It is a question
that

our best friends have often put to me in Madrid* They do not disguise their

fears, Whilst they profoundlywish to see the destruction of Nazi tyranny, they
none the less fear that the destruction of the machine of government in Germany will

mean chaos and anarchy, and that chaos and anarchy, starting in Germany, will spread
over the whole Continent, I state, this fear in the way that it has many times been

described to me since I have been in Spain, whether it be justified or not, the

fact remains that it is deeply implanted in the minds of large numbers of men and

women in Europe, and many of them our best friends.

Our answer is, of course, the Atlantic Charter and the speeches of President

Roosevelt, the Prime Minister, Mr, Cordell Hull and Mr, Eden. Those considered

declaration's of Allied policy should have madeit abundantly clear that we shall not

allow Europe to sink into chaos and anarchy at the end of this war. None the less,

the doubters on the Continent are not yet satisfied. The more concrete, therefore,
that we can make our plans, the more incessantly we can repeat descriptions of them

on the radio, the more likely, it will be that we shall convince the Continent not

only of our good intentions, but of our practical dotermination to carry them into

effect.

Particularly when the war, as we hope, develops in our favourwill it be

necessary to make it plain, day after day, that we have the food ready to avoid

famine, and the garrisons equally ready to prevent anarchy, We must, have the

stores and the ships earmarked, Europe pays no attention to generalities or

resounding promises* When men and women are up against famine arid, murder, they will

only be convinced by hard facts#

Variety, not uniformity, in Europe,

There is yet another question upon which Europe needs further reassurance. It

has often been said to me, not only by Spaniards and Portuguese, but by people from

most of the countries of the Continent, that an Allied victory will mean an

Anglo-American attempt to impose one particular type of government upon other

countries. Here again, the Atlantic Charter, ought to have provided the answer to

the charge, and in the case of Spain, the Prime Minister's explicit statement that

we have no desire or intention to intervene in the internal affairs of the country
should have finally removed all reasonable doubts.

Deep rooted suspicions, however, still exist. The Germans have been quick, to

exploit them bind to use the charge as one of the most effective instruments in their

propaganda, machine, On our side, therefore, we should be particularly careful to

avoid by word or deed anything that suggests interference, still more, dictation
-

in

other countries' internal affairs, The Europe, of the future that we contemplate

must be the very antithesis of the single slave State planned in Hitler's New Order,

In our now Europe, there should bea variety of dispensations and an understanding

preservation of national tradition* Without these differences of custom and culture,

of language and government, the very spirit of European civilisation would be extinct*.

Variety, therefore, and not monotony, is what We desire in the newEurope, and

freedom for each country to choose its own form of government and to manage its own

affairs without the constant menace of a dictator's ultimatum. In fact, we would

wish to see applied to the Europe of the future St, Paul’s ideal of a united

Christendom - "diversities of gifts, differences of administration and diversities

of operations", and yet behind it, a guiding spirit of underlying unity, For when

I speak of diversity and variety, I do not for a moment contemplate separatism or

tho partition of Europe into watertight autarchies. One of the, chief lessons of

the last twenty years that we should never forgot is the danger of exaggerated

nationalist and chauvinist separatism.
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The Recreation of Christendom.

Behind, therefore, this variety of dispensation there must be a community

of purpose that will restore, to a divided Europe something of the unity that it

possessed before the nationalist movements of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. For, however great may have been the gains of the Reformation and

the nationalist movements that were one of its principal features, the loss of the

ideal of a united Christendom as a supernational and supernatural force has had

many serious effects upon subsequent history.

Europe lost a unifying influence, an influence that may often have been

abused, mishandled and ignored, but none the less existed as a potential force of

great good* Its disappearance meant the widening of divisions and the embitter-

ment of conflicts. Are we not now realising the loss?

Is not the need of a greater unity and of some spiritual force to inspire it

stirring in the hearts and minds of leaders of thought from, one end of Europe

to the other? in face of the infidel attacks, attacks far more dangerous and

diabolical than the ravages of Saladin, a new crusade scorns to be starting. Here

in England, without in any way abandoning their, traditional positions, the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, cardinal Hinsley and the leaders of the Free Churches are

raising their voices on tho same platform, and joining in a common appeal to

Christendom, to stand firm in defence of the Faith.

In the Joint Statement that they recently issued, these Christian leaders

state that they have been brought together at a time of grave danger when, to quote
their own words, "the Christian heritage in which we all share may be lost and our

country nay increasingly slip into accepting pagan standards and ideals." , The

Archbishop of Munich uses almost the same words as the protestant Bishops of Norway*

the polish priests as the Dutch pastors, the Catholic Bishop of Berlin as his

Lutheran brothers, each and all united in defending the verities of Christianity,
and in giving a united lead to Christians in every branch of Christendom.

Let us mark with thankfulness tils growing spirit of unity, and lot us foster

it as one of the true blessings that trial and tribulation have brought to Europe.

Let us no less use it in the future as a unifying force of inestimable value and a

spiritual influence that will counter the recrudesconce of a materialism that has

proved so disastrous to the modern world.

I come lastly to two general comments; the first, constantly suggested to me

by my continental friends, the second prompted by my passionate desire that the

British people shall be worthy of the great place that victory will once again give
us in Europe.

No peace without strength.

I have already spoken of fear as the dominating sentiment in the Europe of

to-day. Indeed, I go further and say that fear has boon dominating sentiment in

Europe for almost the whole period since the last war, It was fear that made

small countries unreasonable and prevented the great powers from reaching permanent
settlements. As long as the fear of the aggressor was constantly in people’s
minds, there was no chance of Europe settling down or of national and economic

questions being considered on their merits. It is essential, therefore, that

whatever may be the political frontiers and tho national organisation of Europe,
this overriding fear must be removed.

The now Europe, if it is to maintain both its historic variety and its

equally historic unity, must have sufficient force behind tho forces of peace to

prevent a repetition of the blustering, the blackmail and the brutal aggression that

have brought tire world to its present tragic position.

The Example cf the British Commonwealth of Nations.

My second and last comment is, as I say, inspired by the wish to see great

Britain play its full part in the new and better Europe. The words of William

Pitt may have become hackneyed by quotation and blunted by misuse. But let us

not on that Account forget the mission with which he entrusted us.
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Is it not today truer than ever that we have, here and now, and without delay, to

save ourselves by our exertions and Europe by our example? Let our exertions shew

themselves in a renewed effort of speed and concentration such as I have tried to

describe, and let cur example be not only of courage, endurance, and efficiency in

the days of trial, but of free association, magnanimous conduct and steadfast

justice between men and peoples in the years of peace to come.

The British Commonwealth of Nations, so diverse in its characteristics, so

independent in its dispensations, yet so united in its common purpose, may well

have its lessons to teach to a Europe divided by differences of race, history and

culture, but yet anxious to recreate the spirit of unity that has so long been

lacking, May it not be that the Spanish thinker, Ortega y Gasset, is right when

in his well-known book the Rebellion of the Masses, he wrote these words; "The

Constitution of the British Empire resembles the mollusc of which Einstein spoke, an

idea that to start with is considered unintelligible and is today the basis of the

new mechanics of government",

I sum up then my message from the Continent, We are going to win. Of cur

victory there is no doubt. But for the sake of European civilisation let each

of us do his utmost to hasten the day of victory. Let us think constantly of the

issues at stake, the lives of our tortured allies, the treasure of European

civilisation, the heritage of Christian culture, and lot each of us here and new

make a resolve, Ministers in their high posts, workers in the factories,

householders in their homes, to concentrate upon one single purpose, the purpose of

winning a victory that, whilst it is sure to come, may yet come, without our

redoubled efforts, so late that we shall find solitude and desolation instead of a

Europe willing and able to start upon a better ch apter of peace revival and

far-seeing reform.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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